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The present invention relates to an arrangement for projecting images, represented by image data, onto a projection surface, which arrangement is equipped with a projection system that transmits the images that are to be projected and with a scaling unit for scaling the image data.

An arrangement of the type mentioned above and a method of the type mentioned above are known for example in connection with a home cinema system. In such a known system, a video projector which is set up, for example, in a lounge uses its projection system to project images at a projection height onto a projection wall situated a given distance away from the video projector or onto a projection screen located on the wall. The video projector has a scaling unit, which scaling unit can be used to adjust, inter alia, the size of the projected images.

In general, such a projection wall or such a projection screen is mechanically relatively stable and motionless. On the other hand, problems may arise with video projectors because, depending on the construction or design of a holding or mounting apparatus for the video projector, for example a frame for the video projector, a different mechanical stability in terms of the holding of the video projector is achieved. A stable mechanical design of a holding or mounting apparatus for the video projector is desirable since an undesirable movement of the video projector and of the projection system associated therewith has a direct effect on the projected images, resulting in an undesirable movement of the projected images which is unpleasant for a viewer and is thus disadvantageous. Although a mechanically stable design of a holding or mounting apparatus for the video projector can be achieved by means of relatively bulky and expensive design measures or by increasing the intrinsic weight of a holding or mounting apparatus for the video projector and/or of the video projector, this leads to an inconvenient and impractical solution which limits the freedom in terms of esthetic design of the video projector and is often associated with considerable costs, which is also disadvantageous.

WO0227387 describes that movement of a portable image projector is compensated by controlling a correction optics.

It is an object of the invention to eliminate the abovementioned drawbacks and to provide an improved arrangement and an improved method.

In order to achieve the above object, an arrangement according to the invention has features according to the invention, so that an arrangement according to the invention can be characterized as follows, namely:

By providing the features according to the invention, an improved arrangement and an improved method are obtained in a very simple way and using simple means. A particular advantage is that an undesirable movement of projected images can at least be reduced and at best can be completely prevented. A further advantage is that such an arrangement is not subject to any particular limitations in terms of mechanical construction measures, and this is particularly advantageous as there is as free a choice as possible in terms of the design of the arrangement according to the invention.

It has proven to be particularly advantageous
when the features as claimed in claim 2 are additionally provided in an arrangement according to the invention. As a result it is possible to produce the processing means, for processing the movement information item, in a simple and cost-effective manner.

[0011] In principle, the movement detection means may be designed to detect an undesirable movement of the projection system in all spatial directions and to transmit corresponding movement information in relation to this. However, it has proven to be particularly advantageous when the features as claimed in claim 3 are additionally provided in an arrangement according to the invention. This is particularly advantageous with regard to a simple structural design of the movement detection means and of the processing means for processing the movement information item.

[0012] The movement detection means may have one or more photosensors provided in the region of the projection surface and one or more video cameras directed at the projection surface, which can be used to detect or ascertain a undesirable movement of the respectively projected image and which can be used to generate at least one movement information item. However, it has proven to be particularly advantageous when the features as claimed in claim 4 and possibly also the features as claimed in Claim 5 are additionally provided in an arrangement according to the invention. This allows the movement detection means to be designed in a manner which is simple and cost-effective and allows them to deliver an accurate movement information item.

[0013] The above-described aspects and further aspects of the invention emerge from the example of an embodiment described below and are explained using said example of an embodiment.

[0014] The invention will be further described with reference to an example of an embodiment shown in the drawings to which, however, the invention is not restricted.

Fig. 1 shows a structure, in principle, of what is known as a home cinema system having an arrangement according to the invention, which in this instance is formed by a video projector.

Fig. 2 shows, in an oblique view, an implemented variant embodiment of the video projector shown in Fig. 1, which has a video projection unit.

Fig. 3 shows, in the form of a block diagram, the video projection unit of the video projector shown in Fig. 2, which is designed to project images in accordance with the invention.

[0015] Fig. 1 shows a home cinema system 1. The home cinema system 1 comprises an arrangement for projecting images, represented by image data, onto a projection surface, which arrangement is in this case formed by a video projector 2. The video projector 2 has a projection system that transmits the images that are to be projected. The projection surface is formed by a projection wall 3 which is kept a projection distance PD away from the video projector 2, wherein in the present case projection onto the projection wall 3 is effected at a projection angle which is normal to the projection wall. It may be mentioned that projection may likewise be effected at a different projection angle, that is to say that it is possible to implement what is referred to as "off-axis" projection.

[0016] The video projector 2 has a footed construction 4, by means of which footed construction 4 the video projector 2 can stand on a floor construction 5. The footed construction 4 in this case has a first foot part 7 and a second foot part 8, wherein the first foot part 7 has a first bearing point 7a and a second bearing point 7b and wherein the second foot part 8 has only one bearing point 8a. The bearing point 8a has a normal distance SD with respect to the connecting line between the two bearing points 7a and 7b.

[0017] The floor construction 5 rests on a fixed floor 6 and is designed as a "floating" construction and therefore has a certain degree of flexibillity under mechanical loads, resulting in a certain tendency to oscillate. In this case, the floor construction 5 consists of a carpet lying on a floating wooden floor, of a vapor barrier and of pugging, which vapor barrier and pugging are located between the wooden floor and the fixed floor 6. It may be mentioned that the floor construction 5 may likewise be of a different design, but one which still has such a certain degree of flexibility and consequently a tendency to oscillate.

[0018] As can be seen from Fig. 2, the video projector 2 is designed as a standing unit. The video projector 2 consists of a video projection unit 2a having a deflection mirror 2b and a DVD playback unit 2c, and of an amplifier unit 2d. The DVD playback unit 2c is designed to play back DVDs, wherein a video signal with image information is transmitted to the video projection unit 2a and a sound signal associated with the video signal is transmitted to the amplifier unit 2d. The amplifier unit 2d is in this case designed to transmit the sound signal to loudspeaker boxes, which are not shown in any more detail. It may be mentioned that other playback means for transmitting a video signal with image information may also be used, for example a magnetic tape video playback device, a video CD playback device, a television receiver, a satellite signal receiver or a video games console.

[0019] The video projection unit 2a is designed to project the image information of the video signal onto the projection wall 3 via the deflection mirror 2b, wherein images are projected onto the projection wall 3 with an image height IH, to be specific at a vertical projection height PH above the floor construction 5.

[0020] On account of the design of the video projector 2 or of the footed construction 4, it is possible for relatively small floor movements of the floor construction 5 to lead to an undesirable movement of the video projector 2 and consequently of its video projection system, and this results in an undesirable movement of the projected images on the projection wall 3 unless the measures according to the invention as described in more detail below are...
provided. For example, such floor movements may be caused by items in the vicinity of the arrangement being moved, such as a chair, a sofa or a table, or simply by people or animals moving over the floor construction. This may result in a difference in level of the feet 7 and 8, wherein the first foot part 7 may end up at a level n1 and the second foot part 8 may end up at a level n2 that is different from the level n1. Such effects of floor movements are illustrated below using a simple computational example.

[0021] In the present case the image height IH is 1.1 m, the projection distance PD is 3.5 m and the standard distance is 0.4 m. A tilting angle ε, which is representative of the excursion of the video projector 2 from the vertical, is calculated using the following trigonometric relationship: \( \varepsilon = (n1-n2) / FD \), where \((n1-n2)\) represents the difference in level between the two levels n1 and n2.

[0022] According to the example shown, for a difference in level of \((n1-n2) = 3\) mm, there is a tilting angle of \(\varepsilon = 0.43^\circ\). A vertical displacement \(\Delta y\) of a projected image on the projection wall 3 consequently arises on account of the trigonometric relationship as shown in the following simple equation: \(\Delta y = PD \times \tan \varepsilon\). In the present example there is a vertical displacement of the image of \(\Delta y = 2.6\) cm.

[0023] Fig. 3 shows, in the form of a block diagram, the essential functional units of the video projection unit 2a. The video projection unit 2a has a video signal input stage 21, which video signal input stage 21 is designed to receive an analog video signal VS and to generate and transmit a digitized video signal. The digitized video signal can be fed to a scaling unit 22, which scaling unit 22 is designed to scale and process the digitized video signal and to transmit a processed video signal. The processed video signal can be fed to a projection system 24 via an LCD driver stage 23, which projection system 24 is designed to optically transmit the processed video signal. For this purpose, the projection system 24 has an optical unit 24a, a liquid crystal display board 24b and a light source 24c. The scaling unit 22 has an OSD stage, not shown in any more detail, and an image distortion correction stage, which OSD stage is designed to generate menu image data and which image rectification stage is designed to rectify images that are projected in a distorted manner, said images that are projected in a distorted manner possibly arising in the case of "off-axis" projection. In this connection, reference may be made to the disclosure of Patent US 2002/0067054 A1, which was published before the present patent and which is hereby incorporated by way of reference.

[0024] The video projector 2 furthermore has a microcontroller 25, which is designed to control the video signal input stage 21, the scaling unit 22 and the projection system 24. The scaling unit 22 is controlled via a UART interface connection 25a. An infrared receiver 26 and a keyboard 27 are also connected to the microcontroller 25, which infrared receiver 26 and which keyboard 27 are designed to transmit control and navigation signals (e.g. for navigating an OSD). It should furthermore be mentioned that a first BUS connection 25b is provided between the microcontroller 25 and the video signal input stage 21 and that a second BUS connection 25c is provided between the microcontroller 25 and the projection system 24, which two BUS connections 25b and 25c are provided essentially for control purposes.

[0025] The microcontroller 25 is designed as a microcomputer and has a central processing unit (CPU), which is not illustrated in any more detail, and memory means (RAM, ROM). The microcontroller 25 forms a stage for generating a scaling control information item, which in this case is formed by a conversion stage 32 which is not described in any greater detail below.

[0026] The video projector 2 furthermore comprises movement detection means 28, which are designed to detect an undesirable movement of the video projector 2. The movement detection means 28 have a pendulum 29 and a pendulum movement detector which interacts with the pendulum 29, which pendulum movement detector is in this case formed by a Hall sensor 30. It may be mentioned that the pendulum movement detector may likewise be formed by other means, for example by a light barrier system.

[0027] The pendulum 29 is designed as an aperiodic pendulum, and is mechanically connected to the video projector 2, in the present case directly to the projection system 24 of the video projector 2. The pendulum 29 is designed, together with the Hall sensor 30, to detect a tilting and/or excursion of the projection system 24 of the video projector 2 out of a starting position. The Hall sensor 30 is designed to determine an oscillating movement of the pendulum and transmits a movement information signal MI to analog movement signal amplification means 31, which movement information signal MI signifies the tilting and/or excursion of the projection system 24 of the video projector 2 and consequently of the entire video projector 2.

[0028] The analog movement signal amplification means 31 are designed to transmit an adapted movement information signal AMI, which adapted movement information signal AMI is transmitted to the conversion stage 32 of the microcontroller 25. The conversion stage 32 is designed to convert the adapted movement signal AMI into a pixel displacement information item SCI.

[0029] The scaling unit 22 has scaling influencing means 33, by means of which scaling influencing means 33 the scaling and processing of the digitized video signal can be influenced. In the present case, the scaling influencing means 33 are designed to receive the pixel displacement information item SCI transmitted by the conversion stage 32 and to carry out, in accordance with this pixel displacement information item SCI, a displacement of the image data in the direction of the image height IH, that is to say, in accordance with the above-described computational example, to carry out a displacement of the pixels in accordance with the vertical image displacement of 2.6 cm, wherein this displacement corresponds
to a number of pixels that depends on the pixel size selected. A conversion, carried out with the aid of the conversion stage 32, into a pixel value \( p \) is effected in accordance with the following equation: \( p = \text{int}(Rv \cdot \gamma) \), where \( Rv \) is the vertical resolution of a displayed or projected image in pixels and \( \gamma \) is the vertical displacement of such an image in relation to the image height \( IH \), that is to say given by the equation \( \gamma = \Delta y / IH \). It should also be mentioned that \( \text{int} \) means integer. According to the above-described example, for the determined vertical image displacement of 2.6 cm and an assumed vertical resolution \( Rv \) of 480 pixels, the result is a pixel value \( p \) of 12 pixels. As a result, the pixels representing such images are displaced by in each case 12 pixels in the vertical direction. Advantageously, this means that, despite an undesirable movement of the video projector 2 and hence of the projection system 24, an undesirable movement of the respectively projected image or of the successive images can be prevented or at least greatly reduced.

[0030] It may be mentioned that the movement detection means do not have to be coupled directly to the projection system, but rather they can also be connected to other components or structural units of the video projector that are mechanically connected to the projection system.

[0031] It may furthermore be mentioned that the scaling influencing means 33 do not necessarily have to be contained in the scaling unit 22, but rather may be connected downstream of the scaling unit 22 or upstream of the scaling unit 22.

[0032] It may be mentioned that the scaling unit 22 can be used to compensate for a response time, which response time may be caused, for example, by the time lag of the movement detection means 28 when detecting the undesirable movement of the projection system 24.

[0033] It may furthermore be mentioned that the movement detection means may be formed by measuring means, which measuring means operate on the principle of measuring the electrolytic conductivity of a liquid by means of electrodes fitted in a planar fashion on a substrate. In this case, electrodes are applied parallel to the tilting axis of the measuring means on the base of an electrolyte chamber which is partially filled with an electrolytically conductive liquid. When an AC voltage is applied between two electrodes, a current flows through the liquid in the form of a stray field. A reduction in the level of liquid during tilting of the measuring means constricts this stray field and, given constant specific conductivity of the electrolyte, a resistance is set up as a function of the liquid fill level. If electrodes are arranged in each case in pairs on the right-hand and left-hand halves of the base of such a measuring cell, in relation to the tilting axis, then the fundamentally known differential measurement principle delivers a signed angle of inclination. Such measuring means have been produced by the company HL-Planartechnik GmbH and are commercially available under the reference NS25/E or NS 15/E.

[0034] It may furthermore be mentioned that the movement detection means may be designed to detect an acceleration. Such movement detection means are commercially available in various variant embodiments; for example the thermodynamic inclination and acceleration sensor TDNS from the company Vogt-Electronic AG is commercially available.

**Claims**

1. An arrangement (2) for projecting images, represented by image data, onto a projection surface (3), which arrangement (2) has the following means, namely:

   a. a projection system (24) that transmits the images that are to be projected and
   b. a scaling unit (22) for scaling the image data and movement detection means (28) for detecting a movement of the projection system (24), it being possible for said movement detection means (28) to transmit at least one movement information item (MI) that signifies a movement of the projection system (24), and
   c. processing means (25) for processing the movement information item (MI), which processing means (25) have a stage (32) for generating a scaling control information item (SCI) as a function of the movement information item (MI), and
   d. scaling influencing means (33), which are designed to influence the scaling of the image data, as a result of which a movement of the images projected onto the projection surface (3), caused by the movement of the projection system (24), can at least be reduced.

2. An arrangement (2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the stage (32) for generating the scaling control information item (SCI) is formed by conversion means, which conversion means can be fed an analog movement information item (AMI) by the movement detection means (28) and which are designed to generate a pixel displacement information item as scaling control information item (SCI), and wherein the scaling influencing means (33) are formed by pixel displacement means.

3. An arrangement (2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the movement detection means (28) are designed to detect the movement of the projection system (24), which movement results in an undesirable movement of the projected images in the direction of an image height (IH).

4. An arrangement (2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the movement detection means (28) have a pendulum (29), which pendulum (29) is mechanically con-
nected to the projection system (24), and a pendulum movement detector (30) which interacts with the pendulum (29), it being possible for the pendulum movement detector (30) to transmit an excursion of the pendulum (29) as movement information item (MI).

5. An arrangement (2) as claimed in claim 4, wherein the pendulum movement detector (30) is formed by a Hall sensor.

6. A method of projecting images, represented by image data, onto a projection surface (3), in which method the following steps are carried out, namely:

   transmission, by means of a projection system (24), of images that are to be projected and scaling of the image data and
detection of a movement of the projection system (24), during which detection at least one movement information item (MI) that signifies a movement of the projection system (24) is transmitted, and
processing of the movement information item (MI), during which processing a scaling control information item (SCI) is generated as a function of the movement information item (MI), and
influencing of the scaling of the image data by the scaling control information item, wherein a movement of the images projected onto the projection surface (3), caused by the movement of the projection system (24), is at least reduced.

Patentansprüche

1. Einrichtung (2) zum Projizieren von durch Bilddaten repräsentierten Bildern auf eine Projektionsfläche (3), welche Einrichtung (2) die nachfolgend angeführten Mittel aufweist, nämlich
die zu projizierenden Bilder abgebende Projektionssystem (24) und
Bewegungserkennungsmittel (28) zum Erkennen eines Bewegens des Projektionssystems (24), wobei die Bewegungserkennungsmittel (28) fähig sind, mindestens eine Bewegungsinformation (MI) abzugeben, die für ein Bewegen des Projektionssystems (24) signifikant ist, und
Verarbeitungsmittel (25) zum Verarbeiten der Bewegungsinformation (MI), welche Verarbeitungsmittel (25) eine Stufe (32) zum Erzeugen einer Skalierungssteuerinformation (SCI) in Abhängigkeit von der Bewegungsinformation (MI) aufweisen, und
Skalierungsbeeinflussungsmittel (33), denen die Skalierungssteuerinformation (SCI) zugeführt wird und die zum Beeinflussen des Skalierens der Bilddaten ausgelegt sind, wodurch ein durch das Bewegen des Projektionssystems (24) verursachtes Bewegen der auf die Projektionsfläche (3) projizierten Bilder zumindest reduzierbar ist.

2. Einrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Stufe (32) zum Erzeugen der Skalierungssteuerinformation (SCI) durch Umwandlungsmittel gebildet ist, welche Umwandlungsmittel von den Bewegungserkennungsmitteln (28) her eine analoge Bewegungsinformation (AMI) zuführen ist und die zum Erzeugen einer Pixel-Verschiebungsinformation als Skalierungssteuerinformation (SCI) ausgebildet sind, und wobei die Skalierungsbeeinflussungsmittel (33) durch Pixel-Verschiebungsmittel gebildet sind.

3. Einrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bewegungserkennungsmittel (28) zum Erkennen des Bewegens des Projektionssystems (24) ausgebildet sind, welches Bewegen ein unerwünschtes Bewegen der projizierten Bilder in Richtung einer Bildhöhe (IH) zur Folge hat.

4. Einrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bewegungserkennungsmittel (28) ein mit dem Projektionssystem (24) mechanisch verbundenes Pendel (29) und einen mit dem Pendel (29) zusammenwirkenden Pendelbewegungsdetektor (30) aufweisen, wobei der Pendelbewegungsdetektor (30) fähig ist, eine Auslenkungsinfoinformation als Bewegungsinformation (MI) abzugeben.

5. Einrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Pendelbewegungsdetektor (30) durch einen Hall-Sensor gebildet ist.

6. Verfahren zum Projizieren von durch Bilddaten repräsentierten Bildern auf eine Projektionsfläche (3), bei welchem Verfahren die nachfolgend angeführten Schritte durchgeführt werden, nämlich
Abgeben von zu projizierenden Bildern mittels eines Projektionssystems (24) und
Skalieren der Bilddaten und
Erkennen eines Bewegens des Projektionssystems (24), bei welchem Erkennen mindestens eine Bewegungsinformation (MI) abgegeben wird, die für ein Bewegen des Projektionssystems (24) signifikant ist, und
Verarbeiten der Bewegungsinformation (MI), bei welchem Verarbeiten eine Skalierungssteuerinformation in Abhängigkeit von der Bewegungsinformation (MI) erzeugt wird, und
Beeinflussen des Skalierens der Bilddaten durch die Skalierungssteuerinformation, wobei ein durch das Bewegen des Projektionssystems (24) verursachtes Bewegen der auf die Projektionsfläche (3) projizierten Bilder zumindest reduziert wird.
Revendications

1. Agencement (2) pour la projection d’images, représentées par des données d’images, sur une surface de projection (3), lequel agencement (2) présente les moyens suivants, à savoir :

   un système de projection (24) qui transmet les images qui sont à projeter et
   une unité de changement d’échelle (22) pour le changement d’échelle des données d’image et un moyen de détection de mouvement (28) pour la détection d’un mouvement du système de projection (24), ledit moyen de détection de mouvement (28) pouvant transmettre au moins un élément d’information de mouvement (MI) signalant un mouvement du système de projection (24), et
   un moyen de traitement (25) pour traiter l’élément d’information de mouvement (MI), lequel moyen de traitement (25) dispose d’un étage (32) pour générer un élément d’information de commande de changement d’échelle (SCI) en fonction de l’élément d’information de mouvement (MI), et
   un moyen d’influence de changement d’échelle (33), qui est alimenté par l’élément d’information de commande de changement d’échelle (SCI) et qui est conçu en sorte de pouvoir influencer le changement d’échelle des données d’image, ce qui a comme résultat qu’un mouvement des images projetées sur la surface de projection (3), causé par un mouvement du système de projection (24), peut pour le moins être réduit.

2. Agencement (2) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étage (32) pour la génération de l’élément d’information de commande du changement d’échelle (SCI) est formé par des moyens de conversion, lesquels moyens de conversion peuvent être alimentés par un élément d’information de mouvement analogique (AMI) par le biais du moyen de détection de mouvement (28) et sont conçus pour générer un élément d’information de déplacement de pixel comme élément d’information de commande de changement d’échelle (SCI), et dans lequel le moyen d’influence du changement d’échelle (33) est formé par un moyen de déplacement de pixel.

3. Agencement (2) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen de détection de mouvement (28) est conçu pour détecter le mouvement du système de projection (24), lequel mouvement donne lieu à un mouvement indésirable des images projetées dans la direction de la hauteur d’image (IH).

4. Agencement (2) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen de détection de mouvement (28) dis-
Fig. 3